SPAMENU/
A world of wellness and relax

OUR
MISSION
Health and beauty care acquire a new
dimension in the Country Spa: more genuine,
beneficial in complete harmony with
nature. Our therapists and estheticians have
extensive knowledge and experience and
are committed to excellence, infused with
enthusiasm. They take pride in delivering
personalized, dedicated service and
in meeting the needs of each individual.
All products and equipment used are at
your service, for your relax and recharge.
Your well-being is our mission.

OUR
PARTNER
Vitalis was founded by Dr. Joseph Franz
in 1986 and is the expression of a lifelong
fascination for the ingenuity of plants and
their functional ingredients. We combine
our many years of experience using highly
effective, natural raw materials and the
latest technologies in harmony with
nature and its resources.

BODY
RITUALS
AROMATHERAPY
MASSAGE
Considered as one of the ancient form
of well-being, relaxing massage helps
to relieve fatigue, pain and to relax.
It reduces muscle rigidity, neck or back
stiffness and stress levels.
Duration 50’ | 65,00 €

TONING
MASSAGE
Toning massage helps to stimulate
and invigorate your body.
Innovative techniques activate
metabolism and lymphatic activity
and tightens your silhouette.
Duration 50’ | 65,00 €

DYNAMIC
RECREATION BACK
TREATMENT

ABDOMINAL
FIRMING
TREATMENT

Uplifting back treatment
with individual adaptation.
The combination of cupping glasses
and singing bowls helps relieving
tension, relax muscles and improve
the dynamics of the spine.

This body treatment helps
reducing the abdominal girth, helps
decongestion of the abdomen and
improves skin tension.
Duration 50’ | 80,00 €

ANTI CELLULITE
MASSAGE
This treatment is very effective in
reducing leg circulatory problems.
The massage uses active
ingredients and deep, rhythmic
actions helping activate blood
circulation, eliminate toxin
deposits and shapes the silhouette.
Duration 25’ | 35,00 €

Duration 50’ | 80,00 €

SPORT
MASSAGE

LYMPHATIC
DRAINAGE MASSAGE

HAWAIIAN
MASSAGE

TIBETAN
MASSAGE

Sport massage combines deep,
sustained pressure to encourage
muscle release and to enhance
athletic performance.

Gentle massage with light
movements, slow maneuvering
and repeated pressures releasing
unblocking clogged channels.

Duration 50’ | 70,00 €

Duration 50’ | 70,00 €

Long and rhythmic movements,
inspired by the cyclicity of the
waves, aiming to restore energy
and soothe the body. It relaxes the
muscles and loosens the joints,
resulting altogether in relaxing,
invigorating and excellent for
circulation.

The calming harmonizing sounds
as well as the gentle vibrations of
the singing bowls induce a feeling
of well-being and a very effective
deep relaxation and improve sleep.
Duration 80’ | 100,00 €

Duration 80’ | 100,00 €

CANDLE
MASSAGE

HOT STONE
MASSAGE

COUPLE’S
MASSAGE

PARTIAL
MASSAGE

An extremely relaxing massage
performed with cosmetic candles
melting into vegetable oil and
butter. The warm oil nourishes the
skin, making it smoother and more
velvety.

Hot stone massage can be effective
for stress relief, promotes sleep and
creates a sense of well-being. By
balancing the energy flow it leads to
deep relaxation, reducing stress and
anxiety.

Indulge in a side-by-side relaxing
massage and spend quality time
together in a suite reserved for
two. Wrapping and cuddly couple
massage to satisfy your senses and
give you complete relaxation.

Classic partial massage aims to
release muscle tension and helps
relaxation.

Duration 50’ | 75,00 €

Duration 50’ | 75,00 €

Duration 50’ | 120,00 €

Duration 25’ | 35,00 €

INNER BALANCE
CHAKRA
TREATMENT

ORGANIC BATH
SOAKS

Deeply meditative, this experience
brings the body seven main Chakras
into alignment through a combination
of massage, essential oils and
healing crystals. This experience
leaves guests feeling calm and
in a state of harmony resulting in
an increased feeling of well-being.

This bathing ritual is the purest of
all organic treatments. Dead Sea
salt combined with grape seed
oil nourish the skin and create a
beautiful, even texture. Our organic
bath offers many benefits to
include reducing the appearance
of cellulite, increasing circulation
and detoxify the skin.

Duration 50’ | 80,00 €

Duration 25’ | 35,00 €

BODY SCRUB

ENERGIZING
HERBAL STAMP
POWER TREATMENT

The body scrub improves cellular
rejuvenation, refines and nourishes
the skin.
Duration 25’ | 35,00 €

The naturally pure herbal stamps
create a peeling effect on the skin.
The blood circulation is improved
and the metabolism stimulated.
Duration 50’ | 80,00 €

FACE
RITUALS

CELLULAR RECREATION
FACE TREATMENT
A wonderfully natural active ingredient
care, specially tailored to your skin
needs with an immediate and relaxing
effect. In essence, skin diagnosis,
eyebrow shaping, lymph-stimulating
massage, herbal steam compresses,
peeling, deep cleansing with cupping
glasses, special serum, modulated
facial massage, intensive mask, and
concluding individual day care.
Duration 80’ | 110,00 €

INTENSE PURIFYING
FACE TREATMENT

INTENSIVE BIO
LIFTING TREATMENT

Skin type-specific deep cleansing
treatment according to your skin:
selective active ingredients, warm
wet compresses, gentle lymph
stimulating massage, peeling, skin
facial cupping cleaning, toning face
pack and the Peel-Off mask for
optimal moisturizing.

This holistic maximum program is an
intensive and entirely customized
treatment. It provides with skin
diagnosis, lymph stimulating massage,
herbal steam compresses, peeling,
deep cleansing with cupping glasses,
special serum, bio-energetic lifting
massage, intensive mask. Nature’s
high-tech for lasting effect, immediately
visible results, and maximum effect.

Duration 50’ | 80,00 €

Duration 120’ | 160,00 €

POWER LITFT
TREATMENT FOR MEN

EXPRESS FACIAL
TREATMENT

Powerful, natural, and effective. The
treatment includes skin diagnostics,
lymph-stimulating massage, herbal
steam compresses, peeling, deep
cleansing, special serum, intensive
mask with facial massage, and
concluding individual day care. Natural
high-tech power for a compelling
and well-groomed appearance.

Deeply relaxing and calming
treatment.

Duration 50’ | 80,00 €

Duration 25’ | 35,00 €

ESTHETICS
MANICURE

30,00 €

PEDICURE

45,00 €

MANICURE & PEDICURE

65,00 €

EPILATION
EYEBROWS

5,00 €

UPPER LIP

5,00 €

ARMPITS

15,00 €

HALF LEG WAX

20,00 €

FULL LEG WAX

30,00 €

PARTIAL BIKINI
WAXING

10,00 €

TOTAL BIKINI WAXING

18,00 €

CHEST WAXING

20,00 €

MAN’S BACK WAXING

25,00 €

MALE LEGS WAXING

30,00 €

ACCESS TO SPA SERVICES

COUNTRY SPA
ETIQUETTE
Country SPA is a serene, relaxing and meditative
environment for all of our Guests. Please use
a lowered speaking volume, refrain from using
your mobile phone or other electronic devices
and maintain an appropriate behavior while at
the SPA.

Access to Country SPA is allowed to adults only and over 16 years,
accompanied by a parent. All guests will be required to complete
a “Guest Profile” prior to using the facilities.
Before entering the SPA area, please read the following:
• Appropriate swimwear must be worn at all times in all areas;
• Shower before using any SPA facilities;
• Do not bring glass or metal inside the SPA premises;
• Food is not allowed on the SPA premises, help yourself with tea,
water and fruit available at the tea station;
• Mobile phones, electronic devices, bags or any clothing different
from swimwear, bathrobe, towel and flip-flop are not allowed;
• Please do not use oil or other cosmetics inside the SPA facilities;
• Please leave your personal belongings inside the locker in the
changing room or in your room safe;
• Do not leave your locker key unattended during your stay
at the SPA;
• Country SPA may not be held responsible for theft or loss of
valuables at any time on the SPA premises.
Outside each facility, you will find some guidelines to help you
making the appropriate use of our SPA premises. Our staff is
available to assist you with any need you may have during your
SPA experience at Country SPA.
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